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Good writing is like a windowpane. 
George Orwell

C O P Y W R I T E R  A N D 
C O A C H



1980 
Launch of the quattro® 
When Audi launched its turbocharged quattro® 
at the Geneva Motor Show, after an intensive 
three-year development and trial phase, the 
motoring world raised its collective eyebrows. 

Here was a high-performance coupé that combined a sleek sports body 
with a permanent four-wheel drive system, a drive concept that had 
previously only been used for trucks and off-road vehicles. Audi was 
the first auto manufacturer to apply the system to an on-road vehicle, 
after one of its top suspension engineers, Jörg Bensinger, had become 
convinced of the technology’s imminent universal appeal when he took 
a road trip in an Iltis military vehicle. 

To optimise the quattro® for smoother roads, Audi made improvements 
including a lightweight hollow-shaft layout, and a centre differential 
that enabled the axles to rotate at different speeds. It made for 
tension-free cornering and smooth response in difficult conditions, 
setting a precedent for every future Audi model.

1984 
4WD gains traction
The quattro® was an uncompromising driving 
machine. It was powered by a five-cylinder turbo 
engine that sprinted from zero to 100 km/h in 
just 7.1 seconds to reach a maximum speed of 
220 km/h, aided by its high torque and light 
overall weight of just 1.3 tons. 

By 1984 the car had so captivated the public that Audi released the 
more compact quattro® Sport, incorporating various refinements 
adapted from the rally racing world. By 1985, four-wheel drive was 
offered in every Audi model line. 

The quattro® itself continued to set new standards in progressive 
design, with subsequent releases featuring an ever more lightweight 
construction, low drag coefficients for unsurpassed aerodynamics, new-
generation interior comforts and an anti-lock brake system. 

1985 
Rally world champion
While Audi’s engineers were outdoing each 
other in creating stellar new features with every 
release, the world’s professional racers were 
pushing the quattro® to its limits at grueling 
race events the world over. 

Starting with the 1981 World Rally Championships, won by fearless 
brunette Frenchwoman, Michel Mouton, Audi’s quattro® series went 
on to win no less than 25 cups by 1985. Subsequent championship 
titles, including the Paris-Dakar Rally, Monte Carlo Rally, British RAC 
rally and notorious Safari Rally in Kenya and Pikes Peak Rally in the USA, 
cemented the quattro® as practically unbeatable. 

These triumphs were repeated at worldwide manufacturer’s awards. 
Each win meant another endorsement for the advances that would 
ensure newer quattro® releases would be faster, surer, sleeker and more 
comfortable than their precedent.

1988 
Positioned for premier 
league
Such was the publicity generated by Audi’s 
motor sport triumphs that the quattro® offering 
diversified again in the late 1980s. 

Positioned at the top of the range was the luxurious quattro® V8, 
an all-wheel drive performance car and the most powerful of Audi’s 
increasingly prestigious lineup. It featured a 184 kW (and later 206 
kW) output with a 3.6-litre eight-cylinder alloy engine. The V8 also 
incorporated an elegant new grille on its bonnet, enhancing the luxe 
bodywork. 

For Audi, the premium-line quattro® also highlighted new possibilities 
in prestige and performance. High-end releases following the V8 
included TDI models, combining high-torque with quattro drive for 
maximum power. 

1989  
Diesel-powered dynamism
In 1989 Audi engineers succeeded in refining 
diesel direct injection, following more than 13 
years developing a technology until then applied 
only on trucks. 

Working in conjunction with a turbocharger, the diesel engine achieved 
an extremely low loss combustion process that drastically reduced fuel 
consumption. 

In the autumn of 1989, the Audi 100 was presented at the Frankfurt 
Motor Show with a 2.5-liter five-cylinder TDI engine. Audi’s diesel 
technology today culminates in the Q7 V12 TDI quattro®, the most 
powerful diesel SUV in the world.

1991   
The body beautiful
Bodywork at Audi has become increasingly 
elegant, responding to the brand’s dynamic 
image following a decade-plus of triumphs in 
the world of motor sport.  

In 1991, Audi presented two sensational sports car studies at two 
consecutive motor shows: the Audi quattro® Spyder at the Frankfurt 
Motor Show and the Audi Avus quattro® at the Tokyo Motor Show. 
Although neither prototype was ever produced, they both showcased 
the manufacturer’s daring new design consciousness. 

Meanwhile, Audi’s sleek S models including the S2 Coupé, the successor 
to the first quattro®, were proving that sportiness could be effortlessly 
harmonised with style. From the start, quattro drive was an integral 
aspect of all S models. The TT quattro® model also fuses Audi’s drive 
science with designer lines. 

1994   
Lightweight body, 
heavyweight style 
During the early 1990s, Audi had exhibited 
several revolutionary aluminium-frame study 
cars featuring their Audi Space Frame. 

In these, the car body incorporated extruded aluminum sections 
connected together by diecast nodes, forming a frame structure 
into which aluminum panels were integrated and had a load-bearing 
function.

In March 1994, Audi presented its first all-aluminium production 
model, the Audi A8, at the Geneva Motor Show. The car was a 
culmination of many years spent developing a new-era lightweight 
passenger car, and the beginning of Audi’s compact new A series. 

2002  
Intuitive engine response 
A key innovation in the last 10 years has been 
Audi’s multitronic™ transmission system, an 
improvement on the traditional shortcomings 
of Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) 
technology.  

Monitored by Audi’s Dynamic Regulating Programme (DRP), the 
multitronic™ transmission can track the driver’s inputs, driving 
conditions and engine load to compute the optimal gear load for fuel 
efficiency or performance. 

In 2002, Audi introduced the all-new A4 featuring this technology, 
along with a beautiful body design including a longer wheelbase and 
roomier interior space. The A4 has been received as one of the most 
dynamic and capable cars of its class. 

2005  
The quattro® turns 25
Audi celebrated 25 years of quattro® technology 
with the unveiling of a sophisticated on-road 
SUV, the Q7, which drew on two-and-a-half 
decades of Audi innovation and improvement. 

The Q7 is an inspired urban interpretation of the Pikes Peak quattro® 
concept car, designed for sophisticated on-road use but with a suite of 
features for added versatility. The permanent four-wheel drive vehicle 
has a centre differential lock, and adjustable-height air suspension to 
aid in off-road driving. The 2011 model puts out a mighty 248 kW and 
400 Nm of torque. 

Driver comforts include the MP3-compatible Audi Music Interface, and 
Side Assist, a blind-spot detection system. 

2010  
World’s sexiest coupe
With its fluid lines and powerful performance, 
the Audi quattro® all-wheel drive RS 5 would be 
a racetrack star if it wasn’t such a sensational 
road ride. 

Inside the finely crafted bodykit sits a 4.2-liter V8 engine developing 
331 kW, while Audi’s renowned quattro® all-wheel drive with torque 
vectoring ensures perfect roadholding. Also in place is a 7-speed S 
tronic dual clutch gearbox, RS Sports Suspension with Dynamic Road 
Control (DRC) and 18-inch RS brake system. 

2013  
Electric-powered future
Audi has released several hybrid models to 
date, including in the head-turning Q7 SUV 
series in 2007, but the A3 Sportback e-tron 
quattro®, due for release later this year, is hotly 
anticipated as the future of electric-powered 
driving. 

The e-tron has four electric motors (one per wheel) and reaches a top 
speed of 200 kilometres per hour. Once fully charged, a two-hour 
process, the e-tron has a 940-kilometre range. 

In 2012, Audi’s R18 e-tron quattro® concept car won the legendary 24 
Hours of Le Mans race – Audi’s 11th win of the title to date, and the first 
ever in a hybrid car. The win has once again positioned Audi as a pioneer 
in the motor sports prototype scene. 

Land of quattro® 
A three-decade journey of innovation and excellence
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“ 2010  –  W OR LD ’ S  S E X IE S T  COU P E

With its fluid lines and powerful performance, the Audi quattro® all-wheel drive RS 5 would be a 
racetrack star if it wasn’t such a sensational road ride.

Inside the finely crafted body sits a 4.2-litre V8 engine developing 331 kW at 82,540 rpm, mated 
to a 7-speed S tronic dual clutch gearbox, RS Sports Suspension with Dynamic Road Control 
(DRC) and an 18-inch RS brake system. 

The RS 5 marked the debut of enhanced quattro® technology in the form of the compact and 
lightweight crown-gear centre differential. When combined with the torque vectoring rear sports 
differential, this technology ensures outstanding performance on long straights and tight bends 
alike.”
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Launch of the quattro® 
When Audi launched its turbocharged quattro® 
at the Geneva Motor Show, after an intensive 
three-year development and trial phase, the 
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the first auto manufacturer to apply the system to an on-road vehicle, 
after one of its top suspension engineers, Jörg Bensinger, had become 
convinced of the technology’s imminent universal appeal when he took 
a road trip in an Iltis military vehicle. 

To optimise the quattro® for smoother roads, Audi made improvements 
including a lightweight hollow-shaft layout, and a centre differential 
that enabled the axles to rotate at different speeds. It made for 
tension-free cornering and smooth response in difficult conditions, 
setting a precedent for every future Audi model.

1984 
4WD gains traction
The quattro® was an uncompromising driving 
machine. It was powered by a five-cylinder turbo 
engine that sprinted from zero to 100 km/h in 
just 7.1 seconds to reach a maximum speed of 
220 km/h, aided by its high torque and light 
overall weight of just 1.3 tons. 

By 1984 the car had so captivated the public that Audi released the 
more compact quattro® Sport, incorporating various refinements 
adapted from the rally racing world. By 1985, four-wheel drive was 
offered in every Audi model line. 

The quattro® itself continued to set new standards in progressive 
design, with subsequent releases featuring an ever more lightweight 
construction, low drag coefficients for unsurpassed aerodynamics, new-
generation interior comforts and an anti-lock brake system. 

1985 
Rally world champion
While Audi’s engineers were outdoing each 
other in creating stellar new features with every 
release, the world’s professional racers were 
pushing the quattro® to its limits at grueling 
race events the world over. 

Starting with the 1981 World Rally Championships, won by fearless 
brunette Frenchwoman, Michel Mouton, Audi’s quattro® series went 
on to win no less than 25 cups by 1985. Subsequent championship 
titles, including the Paris-Dakar Rally, Monte Carlo Rally, British RAC 
rally and notorious Safari Rally in Kenya and Pikes Peak Rally in the USA, 
cemented the quattro® as practically unbeatable. 

These triumphs were repeated at worldwide manufacturer’s awards. 
Each win meant another endorsement for the advances that would 
ensure newer quattro® releases would be faster, surer, sleeker and more 
comfortable than their precedent.

1988 
Positioned for premier 
league
Such was the publicity generated by Audi’s 
motor sport triumphs that the quattro® offering 
diversified again in the late 1980s. 

Positioned at the top of the range was the luxurious quattro® V8, 
an all-wheel drive performance car and the most powerful of Audi’s 
increasingly prestigious lineup. It featured a 184 kW (and later 206 
kW) output with a 3.6-litre eight-cylinder alloy engine. The V8 also 
incorporated an elegant new grille on its bonnet, enhancing the luxe 
bodywork. 

For Audi, the premium-line quattro® also highlighted new possibilities 
in prestige and performance. High-end releases following the V8 
included TDI models, combining high-torque with quattro drive for 
maximum power. 

1989  
Diesel-powered dynamism
In 1989 Audi engineers succeeded in refining 
diesel direct injection, following more than 13 
years developing a technology until then applied 
only on trucks. 

Working in conjunction with a turbocharger, the diesel engine achieved 
an extremely low loss combustion process that drastically reduced fuel 
consumption. 

In the autumn of 1989, the Audi 100 was presented at the Frankfurt 
Motor Show with a 2.5-liter five-cylinder TDI engine. Audi’s diesel 
technology today culminates in the Q7 V12 TDI quattro®, the most 
powerful diesel SUV in the world.
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elegant, responding to the brand’s dynamic 
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consecutive motor shows: the Audi quattro® Spyder at the Frankfurt 
Motor Show and the Audi Avus quattro® at the Tokyo Motor Show. 
Although neither prototype was ever produced, they both showcased 
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harmonised with style. From the start, quattro drive was an integral 
aspect of all S models. The TT quattro® model also fuses Audi’s drive 
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several revolutionary aluminium-frame study 
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In these, the car body incorporated extruded aluminum sections 
connected together by diecast nodes, forming a frame structure 
into which aluminum panels were integrated and had a load-bearing 
function.

In March 1994, Audi presented its first all-aluminium production 
model, the Audi A8, at the Geneva Motor Show. The car was a 
culmination of many years spent developing a new-era lightweight 
passenger car, and the beginning of Audi’s compact new A series. 

2002  
Intuitive engine response 
A key innovation in the last 10 years has been 
Audi’s multitronic™ transmission system, an 
improvement on the traditional shortcomings 
of Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) 
technology.  

Monitored by Audi’s Dynamic Regulating Programme (DRP), the 
multitronic™ transmission can track the driver’s inputs, driving 
conditions and engine load to compute the optimal gear load for fuel 
efficiency or performance. 

In 2002, Audi introduced the all-new A4 featuring this technology, 
along with a beautiful body design including a longer wheelbase and 
roomier interior space. The A4 has been received as one of the most 
dynamic and capable cars of its class. 

2005  
The quattro® turns 25
Audi celebrated 25 years of quattro® technology 
with the unveiling of a sophisticated on-road 
SUV, the Q7, which drew on two-and-a-half 
decades of Audi innovation and improvement. 

The Q7 is an inspired urban interpretation of the Pikes Peak quattro® 
concept car, designed for sophisticated on-road use but with a suite of 
features for added versatility. The permanent four-wheel drive vehicle 
has a centre differential lock, and adjustable-height air suspension to 
aid in off-road driving. The 2011 model puts out a mighty 248 kW and 
400 Nm of torque. 

Driver comforts include the MP3-compatible Audi Music Interface, and 
Side Assist, a blind-spot detection system. 

2010  
World’s sexiest coupe
With its fluid lines and powerful performance, 
the Audi quattro® all-wheel drive RS 5 would be 
a racetrack star if it wasn’t such a sensational 
road ride. 

Inside the finely crafted bodykit sits a 4.2-liter V8 engine developing 
331 kW, while Audi’s renowned quattro® all-wheel drive with torque 
vectoring ensures perfect roadholding. Also in place is a 7-speed S 
tronic dual clutch gearbox, RS Sports Suspension with Dynamic Road 
Control (DRC) and 18-inch RS brake system. 

2013  
Electric-powered future
Audi has released several hybrid models to 
date, including in the head-turning Q7 SUV 
series in 2007, but the A3 Sportback e-tron 
quattro®, due for release later this year, is hotly 
anticipated as the future of electric-powered 
driving. 

The e-tron has four electric motors (one per wheel) and reaches a top 
speed of 200 kilometres per hour. Once fully charged, a two-hour 
process, the e-tron has a 940-kilometre range. 

In 2012, Audi’s R18 e-tron quattro® concept car won the legendary 24 
Hours of Le Mans race – Audi’s 11th win of the title to date, and the first 
ever in a hybrid car. The win has once again positioned Audi as a pioneer 
in the motor sports prototype scene. 

Land of quattro® 
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“ S P R E Z Z AT U R A

A word used in Italian culture since Renaissance times, sprezzatura refers to the fluid style of the 
true professional. Sprezzatura is in the barista’s gliding movements, the screen diva’s stare and the 
Olympian’s finish-line sprint. With decades of experience and passion between them, chef Stefano 
Manfredi and master blender Wayne Archer have sealed the essence of sprezzatura within their 
family of espresso blends.”
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“ S T ILL  LIFE 

Nina Cueva likes tea. And so when customers step into the shoebox-sized (and just as 
neat) concept store she co-owns with her husband, designer and metal smith Cesar 
Cueva, they’re often handed a cup of the fragrant brew. “I want customers to feel they 
can stop and learn about our designers, not race out immediately,” she enthuses.

It’s not just their customers to whom Nina and Cesar extend such consideration. “We 
want to bring artists and designers back to the city, by supporting their efforts. Sydney 
is ready for more handmade design,” Nina continues.

The couple’s carefully nurtured circle of artists and designers is what feeds the collec-
tion of handmade fineries in their inner-city store.”
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S U R F  A N D  T U R F 

Immerse yourself in architectural genius 
at these 10 retreats, among the most ex-
clusive destinations to be had in the 
land. 

Film sequences, magazine shoots and 
jet-set rendezvous: these are the kinds 
of glamorous goings-on regular to Aus-
tralia’s most exclusive holiday pads. But 
the architect-designed retreats intro-
duced here are also available to discern-
ing individuals, seeking style-drenched 
breaks. Iconic furniture, collector art-
works and breathtaking vistas comple-
ment the award-winning architecture of 
each.
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The more isolated you are, the more your journalistic peers will help maintain your prose
quality and news sense. I was aware of an imminent Conrad-esque expat complacency, threat-
ening to prevent me noticing that not all cars in Japan were white anymore, or that residents
were starting to live in city centres again. A chat with a writer friend often ignited the best talks
with my most valued contacts.

Knowing which stories are in demand is crucial. In the words of Michael Millet, former
Tokyo correspondent for The Age and Sydney’s Herald, it could seem Japan has “dug its own
news grave” because of its sluggish economy and low profile, even in diplomacy. Yet demand
for Japanese fashion, entertainment and architecture news is increasingly clear in overseas
magazines. This makes sense, as Japan is still the world’s second-largest market in these and
many other sectors.

I returned to Sydney in December ’02, tired of the expatriate lifestyle and feeling that my
journalism skills needed fresh paint. But I’m convinced there are still fascinating Japan stories
to be written. Jun Kaminishikawara, a staff writer for Kyodo News in Tokyo, offers this insight:
“Most overseas news on Japan deals with economics, but perhaps that’s Japan’s fault. Japan
can still make the world more aware of what it offers culturally and politically.”

Perhaps Japan will do that. But perhaps it’s a job for a tuned-in freelancer who gets the right
stories, and knows where to sell them.

Stephanie Gartelmann is a freelance journalist and editor. Email: svgartelmann@ozemail.com.au
Phillip Gartelmann is a freelance graffiti artist and cartoonist based in Switzerland. Email:
bigcorner@hotmail.com

So you’ve ditched the comfy desk of employment for the vicissitudes of freelancing.
What happens when you additionally embark in search of fresher news turf, whether
in the Simpson Desert, Syria – or south Japan, where I spent nine years? 

You’ll be rewarded with a unique career that’s the extension of a lifestyle, not a career
supporting a lifestyle. But setting up requires cash, contacts and cultural skills. You’ll also need
long-term commitment, as there’s little chance of you becoming enmeshed overnight in
reporting action. [Read former SBS journalist Sarah Turnbull’s book, Almost French (Bantam
Australia, $22.95), for an idea of how hard-won those initial reporting “finds” can be – vastly
unlike the hard-core coverage portrayed in Christopher Koch or Graham Greene novels.] 

For me it all started in the steamy summer of 1993 when, freshly B.A.’d, I arrived in
Nagasaki as a government aide. I’d had images of Japan as an industrial powerhouse awash in
visual stimuli, where businessmen looked neater than Astro Boy and people breakfasted on
omelettes flipped by robots. But Nagasaki was merely a sleepy town dusted with the concrete
of 1950s office blocks and surrounded by rice fields. It was populated with shy, unhurried folk
who were barely interested in Korea – let alone anywhere else.

Yet even Nagasaki witnessed many of Japan’s stunning social changes in the ’90s. Individu-
alism surged and, with it, both good and bad erupted: from an emergence of rainbow-haired
youth playing music on street corners, to a divorce rate that rose 30 per cent that decade. By
1995, Japan’s post-war wealth had reached a dizzy peak and recession ensued, prompting new
quests for spirituality (of which the Aum cult has been an uncommonly strange outcome),
health (remember the Chinese medicine fad?) and lifestyle, among others.

Intrigued, I changed my plans to begin journalism in Australia and began writing about
Japan while I was there. In 1995 I approached Shukosha Co., a magazine publisher in nearby
Fukuoka, with some ideas and was placed in charge of their foreign-language magazines.
I began as assistant editor of a 24-page entertainment rag, Radar, and their client-service
publications. When Radar folded in 1996, as Japan’s recession deepened, I stayed at Shukosha
to found, edit and write a new low-budget magazine, Metro.

In 1998, bolstered with contacts, stories and interview techniques, I left Metro to begin
writing freelance. For the next three years I reported on southern Japan’s travel, entertain-
ment, urban development and consumer trends for The Japan Times, Singapore’s The Straits
Times and others – there was even a weekly community radio show I hosted in Japanese.

How hard was it? Full-time correspondents I’ve spoken to agree there are few stringers in
Japan because of the high costs and linguistic barriers. This makes freelancing “hard if you are
not supported by a media organisation,” concedes Shane Green, the veteran journalist
currently reporting in Tokyo for The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald.

Fluency in Japanese turned out to be my trustiest tool of trade. By taking on regular
Japanese translation and corporate writing (a distinct growth area), I honed my cultural and
linguistic skills, made contacts, and generated an income. Fukuoka’s living costs are compa-
rable with Sydney’s, and can be comfortably met even on incomes below the monthly average
(in 1999) of $4200.

Yet spotting good stories remained my hardest task. Even topical news filtered down
to me months after everyone had caught on, and I believe other journalists weren’t
faring much better with non-mainstream news. For example, it wasn’t until two years

into the solar-tanning craze that Vogue wrote about it (by which stage it was seriously passé).
And the fact that people around the world still think a meal in Japan costs $100 per person
speaks volumes for what foreign writers haven’t yet grasped.

Scrutiny of the Japanese media became my best source of ideas. Japan boasts the world’s
highest per-capita consumption of media, and any conceivable fetish is generously catered 
for by perky print, TV, or radio productions. So you want to see the latest gadgetry? Or the
next big fashions to wow schoolgirls? Curious about why cell-phone companies would
research thumb dexterity? Just spend an hour browsing at a newsagent and you’ll walk away
with 10 good stories.

Michael Bleby, a freelance journalist and former intern for Reuters in Tokyo agrees, recalling
this story born from local newsprint: “A week after Princess Diana’s death in 1997, [a town
council] had put up a warning sign on the roadside with her photo, saying ‘Speed Kills’.
The local press had covered it the day before, and the council covered it up within 24 hours!”
Bleby credits his ability to read that article with uncovering this unique story.

The overseas freelancer must also handle two other issues: overcoming isolation and
keeping abreast of demand.

Freestyle
Japan
THERE'S MORE TO JAPAN THAN ECONOMICS
AND ASTRO BOY-STYLE BUSINESSMEN. FOR A
FINELY-TUNED FREELANCER THERE'S RICH
PICKINGS, SAYS STEPHANIE GARTELMANN.
ILLUSTRATION BY PHILLIP GARTELMANN.

I was aware of an imminent
Conradesque expat complacency,
threatening to prevent me noticing
that not all cars in Japan were white
anymore,or that residents were
starting to live in city centres again.
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Fukuoka, with some ideas and was placed in charge of their foreign-language magazines.
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ment, urban development and consumer trends for The Japan Times, Singapore’s The Straits
Times and others – there was even a weekly community radio show I hosted in Japanese.

How hard was it? Full-time correspondents I’ve spoken to agree there are few stringers in
Japan because of the high costs and linguistic barriers. This makes freelancing “hard if you are
not supported by a media organisation,” concedes Shane Green, the veteran journalist
currently reporting in Tokyo for The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald.
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into the solar-tanning craze that Vogue wrote about it (by which stage it was seriously passé).
And the fact that people around the world still think a meal in Japan costs $100 per person
speaks volumes for what foreign writers haven’t yet grasped.

Scrutiny of the Japanese media became my best source of ideas. Japan boasts the world’s
highest per-capita consumption of media, and any conceivable fetish is generously catered 
for by perky print, TV, or radio productions. So you want to see the latest gadgetry? Or the
next big fashions to wow schoolgirls? Curious about why cell-phone companies would
research thumb dexterity? Just spend an hour browsing at a newsagent and you’ll walk away
with 10 good stories.

Michael Bleby, a freelance journalist and former intern for Reuters in Tokyo agrees, recalling
this story born from local newsprint: “A week after Princess Diana’s death in 1997, [a town
council] had put up a warning sign on the roadside with her photo, saying ‘Speed Kills’.
The local press had covered it the day before, and the council covered it up within 24 hours!”
Bleby credits his ability to read that article with uncovering this unique story.

The overseas freelancer must also handle two other issues: overcoming isolation and
keeping abreast of demand.

Freestyle
Japan
THERE'S MORE TO JAPAN THAN ECONOMICS
AND ASTRO BOY-STYLE BUSINESSMEN. FOR A
FINELY-TUNED FREELANCER THERE'S RICH
PICKINGS, SAYS STEPHANIE GARTELMANN.
ILLUSTRATION BY PHILLIP GARTELMANN.

I was aware of an imminent
Conradesque expat complacency,
threatening to prevent me noticing
that not all cars in Japan were white
anymore,or that residents were
starting to live in city centres again.
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120 Vive

Poised in her cafe chair with mineral
water in hand, Marie Brenner is ready to
talk. But she’s the one who starts asking
questions. “I’m a terrible interviewee – I
end up wanting to know all about you,”
she admits, laughing. 

The award-winning investigative
journalist and author has come to
Australia to speak on some key themes:
social inequality, corporate malpractice
and the complexity of women’s lives.
Brenner approaches her issues with such
passion she sometimes seems more
activist than journalist. “What drives me
in a story is absolute anger and
frustration,” she attests. “It will start with
me calling up a close friend, or speaking
with my daughter or husband, saying
‘Can you believe this?’” 

Brenner’s political bent was shaped
early, with lively debates often erupting
at the dinner table. Her father, a retailer,
had been active in local politics in Texas.
“My father was passionate about ethics,
about speaking out for what you believe
in,” Brenner says.

It was after graduating from film
school, while working at Paramount
Pictures, that Brenner realised her true
calling. “It was during the Watergate
scandal. I was sitting in an office and
there were riots outside. I thought, ‘My
life is out there, not in here’,” she recalls.

In 1976 Brenner became an editor at
New York magazine, then worked in the
roles of foreign correspondent and sports
columnist before becoming special
correspondent at Vanity Fair in 1984. 
In 1995 she was appointed writer-at-
large, a position she has held ever since. 

Brenner’s articles capture the
complexity of a situation. They reveal
perverse, interlinking scams; victims
rendered powerless through self-imposed
and external factors alike; outcomes that
are unpredictable or unfair.

But the true vehicles of a Brenner story
are its protagonists. She is adept at
coaxing stories from people, and
explains, “I try to write about any event
through the person.” Her 1996 story about
cigarette companies’ refusal to account
for smoking addiction was told through a
whistleblower, Jeffrey Wigand. “I have to
wait and wait until I find the right
person. It’s a very, very slow process.”

Her topical pieces translate well to film.
Brenner’s tobacco industry scoop
became the basis of the Academy
Award-nominated film, The Insider
(1999), starring Russell Crowe. The rights
to an Enron exposé have been bought
by Scott Rudin Productions, and another
on worker exploitation at Florida’s sugar
plantations was bought in 2005 by
Robert De Niro and Tribeca Films.

Recently, Brenner (who is Jewish) has
taken a keen interest in Jewish-Muslim
conflict. In 2003, she sat next to an
activist at a function who reopened her
eyes to the plight of Jews, recently the
victims of attacks in Europe.

“I said, ‘Why aren’t I reading about this
in The New York Times?’ And he said,
‘Well, you had better go to France and
find out’.” Brenner rose to the challenge,
spending nearly four months in Paris. 

The outcome was her award-winning
article, ‘France’s Scarlet Letter’ (2003),
examining anti-Semitism in France, 
with Muslims being the aggressors.

‘Daughters of France, Daughters of Allah’
(2004), saw Brenner revisit the story from
the perpetrators’ perspective, uncovering
vast problems among Parisian Muslim
communities. She remains astounded at
the complexity of inter-cultural hatred in
France and the public’s ignorance of it.

“Le Monde, all the newspapers, would
have just one reporter who would go out
to the [Muslim] barrios. One guy said to
me, ‘Why would I go out there? I get
everything I want to know by reading
it’,” Brenner says, blazing.

Over the past two years Brenner has
conducted extensive interviews with
Muslim women in India and Afghanistan.
“You know what I don’t understand?” she
asks. “Why aren’t women of the west
making it their passion to help these
women? Research has proved that, if
women live in societies that are
liberated, everything changes. Society
and democracy changes.”

The state of journalism is another gripe.
Brenner says, “There have been scores 
of reporters whose editors won’t let them
report on the stories they want to,
because they don’t want a legal fight.
That is a really serious problem.”

Worse, she adds, right now the public
is shunning controversy and devouring
celebrity journalism. Despite the post-
September 11 angst that may have
sparked this trend, Brenner urges her
readers to be more proactive.

“One of the precepts of the Talmud, the
Jewish laws, is ‘If not us, who? If not now,
when?’” Brenner says. It’s a mantra
which keeps her in a state of relentless
action.   

War of the words
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Passionate and driven, investigative journalist and author Marie Brenner lives her 
life by the precept “If not us, who? If not now, when?”
.........................................................................................................................................

When journalist Marie Brenner is at the helm of a breaking story, few perpetrators of violence, 
injustice or corporate malpractice go unnoticed. 
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W O ODS  B A GOT 

Melbourne multidisciplinary firm, 
Buro North, asked me to write brochure 
headlines for each title page of their 
glossy piece on LaTrobe1000 in 2008, 
a new development designed by Woods 
Bagot architects.
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“ S HIN E

At Viva by Crown, designer living marries with every variety of wellbeing. The warmth 
of generous natural sunlight. The comforts of a cleverly conceived living space. And 
the reward of knowing you’ve made the right choice. Viva by Crown – where you can 
live life to the full.”
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R E N DE Z -V OUS  E N  F R A NC E  TR AV E L  M A G A Z IN E  2013

A French travel magazine devoted to cycling and design? And with this theme 
expressed on the cover? Mais oui! Both the cover and content of the 2013 issue 
of Rendez-vous en France magazine, produced annually for Atout France, are 
designer, Frenchy and cycle-tastic all at once.
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